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“BSA is the forum to enhance networking and knowledge sharing to promote the 
sale of bearings through authorized distributors.”

There are only three reasons to join the Bearing 
Specialists Association.
1. BSA and the BSA Annual Convention offer unparalleled industry networking

BSA is the “must belong to organization for authorized bearing distributors” because it offers unparalleled industry 
networking as part of every BSA Annual Convention agenda.  No other industry event brings together the top-level 
leaders from both the distribution and manufacturing sectors of the supply chain. The opportunity to network with 
industry leaders and share knowledge at the highest level is unmatched in any other industry group.

2. BSA is the only association with the tools and knowledge sharing to develop 
the next generation of industry leaders and deliver expertise for the benefit of 
manufacturers

For more than 50 years, BSA’s unique networking opportunities have developed generation after generation of 
industry leaders who have shaped not just their companies but those they do business with into the innovators of 
what is now a technologically driven, worldwide marketplace. Only BSA can provide the industry access along with 
the tools and knowledge sharing to become a future leader in the industry.

3. BSA delivers a significant return on investment.

BSA understands that businesses run by the bottom line. BSA delivers real ROI. Industry leaders who invest time and 
financial resources in BSA are shaping relationships and future business while resolving today’s business challenges. 
Attendees call the BSA Annual Convention “the most profitable business trip of the year” because they meet the 
decision-makers of their key distribution chain partners.

BSA members say it best:

“BSA is, quite simply, the best business investment you can make. This is industry 
networking and knowledge sharing at the highest level. We invite you to develop  
and	enhance	the	industry-specific	relationships	that	are	the	basis	for	BSA.”			

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1812875
https://twitter.com/BearingSpecAssn
http://bsahome.org
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BSA is the industry leader in developing tools and industry resources by: 

Promoting authorized distribution to our suppliers, customers and workforce
• Recruiting initiatives such as internship guidelines, steps to maintain a recruiting database
• BSA Top Ten Reasons to Buy from an Authorized Distributor
• Anti-counterfeiting brochure

Bearing industry training
• Certified Bearing Specialist (CBS) program
• BSA’s In-House Training Guide
• Bearing Basic Curriculum for End Users

Educational resources for distributors, manufacturers and end use customers
• 24 Complimentary Bearing Briefs
• 5 Complimentary Industry Briefs
• White Papers

Marketplace reporting
• Performance Analysis Report

Supply chain efficiency
• Product Price and Information Format (PPIF)
• Product Information Exchange Template(PIE)
• Product Information Technology Platform

Partnering with related industry associations 
• American Bearing Manufacturers Association (ABMA)
• National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors (NAW)
• Power Transmission Distributors Association (PTDA)

Extended training opportunities
• Webinars including:

- Financial Challenges Facing Firms in these Emergency Driven Times, Al Bates
- Meeting the Sales Challenges in Today's Economy, Al Bates
- Professional Sales Management Coaching and Training Skills, Colleen Stanley
- Your Online Presence: How to Make an Impact in the Digital World, Jill Bremer
- The Great Resignation and Emotional Intelligence, Debbie Muno

Industry Events Industry Awards

Emerging Technologies

• Annual Convention
• Fall and Winter Meetings
• Digital Supply Chain Forum
• Talent Forum

• Identify Emerging Trends
• Work together with Distributors and Manufacturers to impact our industry’s footprint on the environment.
• Identify how BSA Distributors and Manufacturers can use sensors to enhance their businesses.

• Manufacturer Excellence Award
• Certified Bearing Specialist (CBS) Excellence Award
• Honorary Member Award
• Lifetime Achievement Award




